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FRANCIS WATER & 
ENERGY FOUNDATION

W A T E R  S A N I T A T I O N  H Y G I E N E  A N D  E N E R G Y

A registered Non-Profit Companyin South Africa, 
named after a devoted Missionary 

Registration No: 2021/665992/08

To support the foundation:
Donate
FNB 
Account Name: Francis Water and Energy Foundation NPC
Account number: 62936820689
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ABOUT
F W E F . O R G

Francis Water and Energy Foundation is a registered Non-

Profit Companyin South Africa, named after a devoted 

Missionary and Apostle (Apostle Francis Chukwudi

Igboamalu)

He devoted most of his time 

helping his community in 

Africa with the purpose of

alleviating poverty and

ensuring that every child and

woman inAfrica has access

to clean water, sanitation,

and energy.

We are passionate about 

ensuring that Africa’s future 

generations have access to 

clean water, sanitation and 

energy
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OUR
History

Inadequate water supply

Inadequate water supply, sanitation, and hygiene are amongst some of 

the causes of poverty, which in turn holds back numerous groups of 

people in Africa, who are still struggling with various water-borne diseases 

such as; Typhoid or E. Coli infection. It is of interest to note that there are 

few or no functioning sewer reticulation infrastructures in most rural areas 

in Africa, although the majority settle for cheap unlined concrete septic 

tanks, often collected by truck drivers and discharged into local rivers 

without proper treatment. In most cases, this untreated sewage infiltrates 

and contaminates underground water, which is about 100 – 200 m away 

from the drinking water source.

E s t a b l i s h e d  i n  2 0 2 1
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OUR
History

Historical gender or racial inequality

Secondly, poor water and sanitation have also resulted in historical 

gender or racial inequality, economic and cultural challenges. These 

mostly affect less privileged women and young children who do not 

have the resources to obtain clean water for their domestic use. 

Furthermore, it is logical to argue that community protests are also 

associated with poverty and marginalization, that is because of water 

inaccessibility to the rural communities. Developing a well-functioning 

water supply infrastructure will help to improve the well-being of 

individuals and communities, these will, in turn, help in other areas of 

life.

E s t a b l i s h e d  i n  2 0 2 1
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E s t a b l i s h e d  i n  2 0 2 1

OUR
History

Water scarcity

In South Africa, water scarcity is set to rise to 17% or more in 2030, 

therefore, it is vital to ensure that our rural communities have access to 

clean water, sanitation, hygiene, and energy ( WASH-E).

As a result, Francis Water and Energy Foundation was established in 

2021 with the intention to assist disadvantaged communities with no 

access to clean water, sanitation, and energy.
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Who is
FRANCIS
Apostle (Elder) Francis 
Chukwudi Igboamalu is a 
missionary and Apostle at All 
Christian Practical Praying 
band worldwide.
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As the first born of the family, and unperturbed by the sad realties surrounding him, he 

became an entrepreneur at a very young age, earning money to carter for his siblings and 

parents by selling locally handmade fans. He never depended on anybody except God and 

thus, he never gave up on life. His ambition and self determination to succeed took him to 

Warri (Delta State) in 1963 to Late Mr. John Igboamalu (his relative), who linked him up with 

his Master to learn a skill in Goldsmithing. This is the well-known apprenticeship practice 

widely associated with most Igbos.

Childhood
Elder Francis Chukwudi Igboamalu, was born on 

5th June,1942. He was the first son from the 

marriage between Late Akpu Igboamalu

(Obuluozikoigwe) and Mrs. Hannah Isiaku (Nee 

Anikweze) of Mgbago-ozzu village, Awkuzu in Oyi

LGA of Anambra State. He attended St. James 

Anglican School, Awkuzu and was amongst the 

pioneer set where he able to conclude his 

Standard Six (6) educational qualification in 

1963 which was cut short following the ill-health 

of his father that same year and he was unable 

to pursue his passion for education any further.

>>

Due to his diligence and hard work, he established his own business at Onitsha in 1966 after 

Three (3) years of stewardship. Later on, he joined Late Mr. Alex Nwabunwanne of Ezi Awkuzu

who is based in Onitsha to solidify and acquire more knowledge in goldsmithing business. 

As a man of uncommon courage, drive and focus, he took his goldsmith business to 

Cameroon in 1973 up until 1993 when goldsmithing business was knocked off by 

competitors. He then went into Onitsha Main Market in 1994 for fabric materials.
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Family

After some years in the goldsmithing business, 

Elder Francis got married to his beloved wife, 

Mrs Christiana at St. Andrews’ Anglican Church, 

Onitsha on 17th July, 1971. The union was blessed 

with Nine (9) children

>>



Pastoral
Services
Regarding his faith, he remained a committed and effective 

member of All Christian Practical Praying Band (since 1975) and 

Anglican Communion (since 1957) anywhere he went. Moreso, he 

was sincere to his faith and service to God and humanity. He 

positively affected lives in many a Christian.
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A life well spent with Elder 
Francis marks an undeniable 
impart for any person who 
came across him and God’s 
grace upon him robbed off on 
all those who met with him as 
well.

The testimonies of your 
departure by our Mum who 
was there to witness your final 
moment consoled us. It 
pleased our Lord to take you 
home on early hours of 
Wednesday Morning 10th of 
June.

w w w . f w e f . o r g
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We are committed to 
providing equal 
opportunity for every 
African child and 
woman with the 
intention to ensure free 
access to clean water, 
sanitation, and energy, 
irrespective of origin, 
belief, race, or nature. 
We aim to achieve this 
by developing a 
community-based 
project for clean water, 
sanitation, and energy.

OUR
Vision
We believe that a sustainable solution 
towards ending poverty and leaving no 
one behind can be achieved by 
complementing engineering solutions 
with funding and programmes that will 
support communities in improved water 
and sanitation, hygiene, and energy.
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OUR
Objective

The Sustainable Development Goals are a global 
call to action to end poverty, protect the earth’s 
environment and climate, and ensure that people 
everywhere can enjoy peace and prosperity. 

These are the goals the UN is working on.

We strive to drive Goal 1 , 4 , 6, & 14 in the rural or local 
communities in Africa. 

1 NO POVERTY NO HUNGER2 GOOD HEALTH3 QUALITY
EDUCATION4 GENDER EQUALITY5 CLEAN WATER & 

SANITATION6

7 RENEWABLE 
ENERGY

GOOD JOBS & 
ECONOMIC 
GROWTH

8 INNOVATION & 
INFRASTRUCTURE9 REDUCED 

INEQUALITIES10 SUSTAINABLE 
CITIES & 
COMMUNITIES

11 RESPONSIBLE 
CONSUMPTION12

13 CLIMATE ACTION LIFE BELOW 
WATER14 LIFE ON LAND15 PEACE AND 

JUSTICE16 PARTNERSHIP FOR 
GOALS17
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Ensuring that Communities in South Africa and the rest 

of Africa have access to clean, safe drinking water, and 

Energy, adequate and dignified sanitation facilities for 

vulnerable communities, prevention of the 

contamination of water sources, and promoting hands-

washing for behavioral change on personal hygiene, 

creating a socio-economic developmental model that 

integrates water, sanitation and hygiene interventions.

WASH-E
“Water Sanitation, Hygiene and Energy”
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Our key strategic impact analysis of WASH-E resonates in Drinking 

Water; Sanitation, Hygiene and Energy; Water Quality; Water use 

efficiency; Water resources management; Ecosystems, Energy 

efficiency and supply.

In addition to Water Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) as the primary 

activities of FWEF, capacity building of NGOs is one of our key strategic 

drivers and therefore classified as FWEF strategic intermediary activity.

We also provide effective and sustainable development and training 

on water sanitation and hygiene (WASH-E) service delivery.

+

+

+
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Globally 69% of schools have a basic drinking water 

service.

In 1 in 4 primary schools there is no drinking water 

service. Worse, that number drops to 1 in 6 at the 

secondary school level.

Overall, nearly 600 million children lack a basic drinking 

water service at their school in 2016, and less than half 

the schools in Oceania and only two thirds of schools in 

Central and South Asia have a basic drinking water 

service.
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WASH-E
FACTS ABOUT

WATER:
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Globally only 66 per cent of schools had a basic 

sanitation service in 2016.

1 in 5 primary schools have no sanitation service as 

well as 1 in 8 secondary schools.

One third of schools in sub-Saharan Africa and 

Oceania have no sanitation service. In most 

countries where data is available, less than 50 per 

cent of schools have toilets accessible to students 

with limited mobility.

Globally, 600 million children do not have a basic 

sanitation service at school.

WASH-E
FACTS ABOUT

+

+

+

TOILETS:

+
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Nearly 900 million children worldwide lacked a basic 

hygiene service at their school.

1 in 3 primary schools have no hygiene service and over 

a quarter of secondary schools have no hygiene 

service.

Over one third of schools worldwide and half of schools 

in the least developed countries have no hygiene 

service.

UNICEF has WASH in Schools programmes in more than 

90 countries and reaches an average 3 million children 

a year

WASH-E
FACTS ABOUT

+

+

+

HANDWASHING:

+
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WHY
FWEF?

FWEF are small, but have a strong technical 

team, with a strong body of volunteers, 

supporters, and ambassadors, governed by a 

dedicated and expert board of trustees.

We build relationships, collaborate with other NGOs in  and outside South 

Africa to provide access to our diverse networks of projects. We are a 

charity organization affiliated with a social enterprise that raises funds and 

awareness for water, sanitation, and energy issues across Africa. We invest 

in the future by advocating for change, funding research, and building 

partnership capacity.
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Team
Members

Our leadership team is made of 

Engineers that are passionate 

about the future of an Africa child 

and an Apostle who derive passion 

from helping communities in 

South Africa.

Dr Frank Igboamalu
Director & Cofounder

Dr Tony Igboamalu
CEO & Founder

Pastor Sharonphumla Mfene
Director



Dr Tony Igboamalu
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Dr Tony is a Professional Chemical Engineer (Engineering Council of South 
Africa), Chartered member (Engineering Newzand) and Water and Wastewater 
Infrastructure Engineering Director in Osmotic Engineering Group, where he is 
currently involved in providing sustainable water supply, sanitation, (WASH), 
environmentally strategic solution initiative, infrastructure development and 
investment in Africa (both in Government and Private sector). 

With over 14 years of industrial and research experience, he has been exposed to 
municipal water infrastructure and wastewater treatment market in South Africa, 
and other African countries. In his current role as Client Business Development 
Manager Johannesburg Metro (Infrastructure market), he focuses on the 
implementation and management of multi-disciplinary rural and urban 
development and poverty alleviation projects including team, technical, financial 
(3P) and contract management. 

With an emphasis on socio-economic development, maintenance management 
and privatization, training, application and transfer of appropriate technology 
and skills. Furthermore, Tony has been exposed to the entire project life cycle, 
including conceptual planning, design and procurement, construction 
management and supervision and maintenance of infrastructure.

CEO & 
FOUNDER



Dr Frank Igboamalu
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Dr. Frank is the CEO of Osmotic Engineering Group, an infrastructure 
development and research-orientated strategic advisory company whose 
expertise is to facilitate the development and effectiveness of a new project to 
achieve its desired goals. For nearly 18 years, he has helped organizations of all 
types and sizes learn the art of leadership, creative thinking, and innovation 
strategies. Dr. Frank is a professionally registered electrical engineer specialized 
in telecommunication and information technology (IT) engineering. 

DIRECTOR & 
CO-FOUNDER

He has been involved with various telecommunication projects throughout 
South Africa and other African countries. He was recently involved with MTN 
South Africa infrastructures master plan for the upgrade to the 5G network. He 
is also involved with Telkom South Africa’s master plan for the implementation 
of the 5G network throughout South Africa. His engineering and management 
experience covers design, planning, organizational management, contract, 
and project management. 

He has strong project management skills and an engineering background in 
radio-frequency (RF) engineering and infrastructures Advisory.
He assists organizations in understanding, implementing, and using 
challenging technology solutions to improve their productivity and competitive 
advantage.



Pastor SharonPhumla Mfene
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Pastor Sharonphumla Mfene is a Seasoned Lead Pastor and Apostle with 16 
years of experience of increasing responsibility in congregational leadership. 
Committed to shepherding individuals to Christ, engaging the community in 
missionary work and community outreach, and devising strategies to sustain 
long-term operations goals.  She  currently the Lead Pastor of Immanuel River 
Church where She devise and implement Church vison and execute strategy 
for short-range and long-range goals and objectives .

DIRECTOR  

Expertise in spiritual counseling, education, and mentorship. Proven success in 
advancing church goals and increasing community engagement in 
congregation. An Itinerant Preacher who travelled around Africa. Her core 
qualification includes; Congregational leadership, Operations management,, 
Community outreach, Program development and management,  Spiritual 
counselling,

She holds a Degree in Psychology from University of Zululand. She also hold a 
Degree in Theology from University of Stellenbosch  and Diploma in Teaching 
from the Elijah Mango College of Education 



What
WE DO

Safe Water
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SAFE WATER

At FWEF we work to improve access to 
safe water, sanitation, hygiene and Energy 
(WASH-E) in South Africa and other 
African countries. We focus on people ‘left 
behind’ by progress over the last 25 years.

CLEAN WATER

Whilst each of these issues has its own 
field of work, the success of each is 
dependent on the others. For example, 
without toilets, water sources become 
contaminated; without clean water, basic 
hygiene practices are not possible 
(UNICEF)

OUR METHODS

For some villages, we will implement gravity 
fed systems and treatment where water runs 
down from a source at the top of the hill into 
a village where it’s stored, treated and used. 
For others, we install rainwater harvesting 
units that capture and filter rainfall for 
household use.

At FWEF we work to improve 
access to safe water, sanitation, 
hygiene and Energy (WASH-E) in 
South Africa and other African 
countries

OUR PROGRAMMES

Our programmes are diverse, and solutions 
depend on multiple factors including how the 
water is contaminated, where the source is, 
what the terrain is like etc.



What
WE DO

Helping Communities
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COVID 19

COVID-19 screening and testing 
activities within communities, including 
community education and awareness 
raising for social behavioral change.

CLEAN WATER

We will work on a small scale and use our 
research to help communities leverage more 
funds from local and national government. We 
conduct our own research, work with external 
consultants who evaluate our programmes
and create partnerships to build knowledge 
and develop proposals for action.

Construction of
ablution facilities.

Repairs of burst 
reticulation pipeline 
and supply of storage 
tanks.

Borehole drilling, 
treatment and 
Installation of 
communal taps.

Replacement of old 
septic tank to WRC 
compliance 
technology.

Provision of 
household solar 
panels.



Osmotic Engineering Group

Church Leaders 

Community Leaders  

Voluntary organization, Local and International 
NGOs etc

Universities  w
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OUR Funders



OUR Funders
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Mine Labour Plans

We assist mining industries to implement water and energy projects for
the community.

Industrial CSR

We assist manufacturing industries to implement community base
project in terms of water and energy .

Local and International NGOs

We partner with local and international NGOs to achieve SDG

Government and Private Institutions CSR

We assist government and private institutions to implement community
base project in terms of water and energy

Churches and other organizations
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Clean water supply to rural community e.g. Kiosk  Our
Projects

Some of our areas of 
project include:

+

Energy  in a rural environment+

Sanitation and Hygiene in the rural community z+

Implementation of Emerging water and 
wastewater technology and toilets+

Effect of Covid 19 or emerging diseases on water 
supply in rural area, Handwash etc +
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Our
Projects

Water, Sanitation and 
Hygiene Project:
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Our
Projects

Some of our focus projects:

Solar PV for rural communities 
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Community Development

The community development work we do is based 

on extensive consultation with community 

stakeholders and Church leaders. We’ve identified 5 

key focus areas, all of which are closely interwoven.

OUR Programmes

Support Women & Youth

In all we do, we strive to support women and youth 

by offering training support in terms  of the 

operation and maintenance of the water and 

wastewater infrastructure
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FWEF works with the 
most Vulnerable 
and Disadvantaged 
rural communities in 
Africa.

Where we 
Work
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Thank You

We are passionate about ensuring that Africa’s future 
generations have access to clean water, sanitation and energy.

+27 (0) 10 009 5383 | +27 (0) 84 074 1736

info@fwef.org  

Ground & 1st Floor, Gateway West,

22 Magwa Crescent Waterfall City, 

Midrand | Johannesburg | South Africa


